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In Secretly forced brain implants Part I, information was
provided about Wichita, Kansas resident James Walbert, his
winning his first court case evidencing being under surveillance
and technologically abused, the court ordering the perpetrator
to halt the abuse; the continuation of the abuse and
subsequent continuation of his battle to survive, this time in
federal court. The federal case is due to be equally explosive

partially because Walbert will be presenting proof of being forcibly brain implanted and implanted
elsewhere in his body for the purpose of technological abuse and slow-kill, part of a government
program well hidden by media and others who are complicit.

Part II

Proof that James Walbert, resident of Wichita, Kansas is experiencing torturous U.S. human rights
abuses involving covertly forced, implanted RFID chips, including one in his brain, and
subsequently kept under surveillance for the remote electronic injury is evidenced in his MRI scan
and letters from investigators, health professionals and Representative Jim Guest (Missouri).

"This had to be known for all to see," stated Walbert following the August 19 Examiner article about
his forced brain implant and other implants.

"What I am offering is validation of this crime against women and children," he wrote today to a
large group of other Targeted Individuals in an internet survival support group.

"This crime will no longer go unnoticed and unheard. That's the bottom line here.

"What these people have done to children and women is just sickening to me."

 PrintEmail

Credits: James Walbert

Covertly Forced Brain RFID
Implant MRI
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Walbert now unofficially represents thousands of American Targeted Individuals, innocent children,
women and men covertly persecuted in the United States - in their own homes and communities -
by one of, if not the single most sophisticated organized criminal systems to hit the planet. (For
more information about Targeted Individuals, see articles at: National Targeted Individuals,
Examiner)

Researcher Marshall Thomas writes that the Targeted Individual treatment is a combination of
three of the most abusive U.S. intelligence programs in history: MKUltra mind control, Phoenix
Program torture/assassination in Vietnam war era, and FBI's Cointelpro (counter-intelligence
program) that targeted and neutralized innocent Americans for political purposes. (See: Dupre, D.,
Hit-listed Targeted Individuals call for Senate Judiciary Committee Investigation, Examiner,
Dec.7)

Walbert's health advocates are among remaining ethical professionals in the U.S. health system.
They are obviously not following orders to remain silent about the government sanctioned terror
cells operating in American communities conducting the "New Phoenix Program."

Hundreds of credible self-identified Targeted Individuals report that almost every American
psychologist and psychiatrist turns a deaf ear to the target's cries for help - and often, worse -
according to their online survival support group communications and testimonies. Without
investigating claims of electronic harassment and torture, psychiatrists are likely to slap a mental
illness diagnosis on people who complain about the targeting treatment and in many cases, have
them committed to a mental institute. There, the medical experimentation and other abuses can
continue - on U.S. soil in U.S. facilities.

Tortuous abuse is thus not limited to APA heads and overseas subjects in detainee situations as
the Coalition of Ethical Psychologists have focused attention and investigations. Health
professionals across the nation, however, remain as silent about the in-country, covert electronic
harassment, torture and slow-kill of fellow Americans as did Vietnamese under the first U.S.
Phoenix Program atrocities including torture and assassinations.

Obama has now furthered Bush's assassination program on U.S. soil, part of the new Global
Phoenix Program under guise of the "war on terror." The horrendous system is built into former
President Bush's PATRIOT ACT that Congress has not repealed.

In th article, Shocking state secret: PATRIOT ACT illegal spy domestic terror campaign against
Whistleblowing TIs, Dupre' wrote:

"General David Petraeus, current Commander, U.S. Central Command, advocated the "global
Phoenix Program," alluding to the notorious Vietnam-era CIA data-base operation used to torture
and assassinate innocent civilians due to their political beliefs. (Tom Hayden, Reviving Vietnam
War Tactics, The Nation, 2008) Global includes the U.S."

In this new government program, law enforcement systematically allow the electronic abuse and
torture of Targeted Individuals to continue. In Walbert's case, however, the Court ordered the
abuse to halt.

Since the electronic abuse of Walbert did not stop; the implants are still lodged in his body; and his
physical condition is deteriorating daily according to doctors' reports (below), new charges against
the Wichita police department involving their negligence have been filed in federal court. (See:
Dupre, D. Secretly forced brain implants: Explosive court Case, Examiner, August 19, 2010)

Rep. Jim Guest defends Walbert

In a letter dated March 22, 2010 Re: Mr. James Walbert, Implant of Foreign Device, Jim Guest,
State Representative, 5th District, wrote:

"I have been acquainted with Mr. James Walbert for over three years and his personal struggle to
get relief from the continuing electronic harassment, physical abuse and intimidation he is
subjected to. I have complete confidence in the honesty and character of Mr. Walbert. He is an
individual who is exhausting all avenues to get the RFID implanted device removed from his body.

"There is sound medical evidence and medical evaluation to verify that an implanted device does
exist in the body of Mr. Walbert.... Technicians, medical clinicians and physicians, private detective
agencies and other mental health professionals have verified the accuracy of reports and MRI
scans about James Walbert....I implore those who have the experience and authority to remove
this device or devices from the body of Mr. James Walbert as soon as possible. It is a humanitarian
issue to let Mr. James Walbert return to a normal life."

Dr. Hildegarde Staninger defends Walbert

In a letter dated February 5, 2010 RE: Mr. James Walbert's Removal of Foreign Bodies, Dr.
Hildegarde Staninger, RIET-1, Industrial Toxicologist/IH and Doctor of Integrative Medicine, wrote:
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"This letter is to be used in conjunction with the medical support reports that I have previously
authored. My reports and findings were based on review of previous medical records/reports and
advanced biological monitoring test results conducted through Integrative Health Systems, LLC.

"It is of a severe medical necessity, that Mr. Walbert has these particular foreign bodies removed.
The foreign bodies are composed of an implantable self-powered piezoelectric generator
(generates 288 MHz) that is interfering with his normal muscle stimulations and severe
overstimulation of site specific muscle contractions... (Emphasis added)

"The over stimulation from piezoelectric micro/nano foreign bodies will cause Mr. Walbert's plasma
membrane to form anchors for glycophorin "oxtyl glycosides" within the skeletal muscles and
membrane vesicles on the surface where any previous bacterial, fungal, or viral residue may have
lodged within his neurological system (Ex: ... exposure to containment SV 40 (Simian Virus 40-
45) from polio vaccines as a child). As the anchoring effect occurs a magnification of the
neuro electrical ouput from his bodies nervous system will be enhanced over 100% and
cause internal electrical shock stimulations to his muscles. (Emphasis added)

"These oxtyl glycosides are also associated with new clinical data from China... mu multiple
sclerosis and muscular dystrophy. Therefore, if Mr. Walbert's muscles (through the overstimulation
of the plezoelectric generators) cause the production of oxty glycosides, he will be at an increased
risk to these diseases."

In her letter, Dr. Staninger references the document, NASA Glen Research Center for Feasibility of
an Implantable Stimulted Muscle Powered Piezoelectric Generator, www.NASA.gov:
202.118.250.135/nasa/STAR/star0710.pdf)

Private Investigator Melinda Kidder defends Walbert

In a letter dated January 28, 2010, owner of Columbia Investigations, Melinda Kidder wrote:

"I am the owner of Columbia Investigations, a licensed and bonded private detective agency. My
firm has been retained by Mr. Walbert to assist him in investigating his claims of continuing
electronic harassment, physical abuse, and intimidation.

"All clinicians and physicians consulted by Mr. Walbert have confirmed the presence of RFID
implants on his person through copious medical testing, including an MRI, toxicological testing,
telemetric scope and frequency testing and more. These professionals in the fields of medicine
and electronic harassment have confirmed the presence of physical trauma related to these
implants as well as the locations of the
implants themselves....

"Based on the previously referenced reports and mechanical analysis of the suspected type of
implants, it is my professional investigative conclusion that the perpetrator of implantation of Mr.
Walbert has been using, and will continue to use, this technology to electronically stalk and harass
Mr. Walbert if the judicial system and law enforcement do not intervene.

"I, the undersigned individual, do hereby under the penalties of perjury swear that I have written
and re-read the contents of this letter and I hereby certify that the statements made therein are
factual and accurate to the best of my knowledge."

The Federal Court case, James R. Walbert VS Wichita Police Dept was filed on July, 20, 2010
under Civil Action No. 10-1234-EFM-GLR.

The Bill of Rights Committee has demanded accountability related to these crimes and in June,
called on Americans to do the same by signing its letter to the attorney general. (See: Dupre, D.
Today's US medicos and military Nazi human experimentation, Examiner, June 7, 2010)

Jim, a Targeted Individual commented on August 20:

"There needs to be Congressional Hearings where the thousands of non terrorist ordinary
Americans who are getting attacked daily by directed energy weapons and organized gang stalked
as well as targeted with numerous other COINTELPRO tactics get a chance to come forward and
describe how their lives have been ruined and how they have been tortured in their own homes in
the name of Homeland Security by the organizations within the Homeland Fusion network...

"This needs to happen and the leaders of both political parties are responsible to see it gets
done."

Until then, the U.S. medical system and military in partnership engaging in non-consensual human
experimentation associated with torture according to the recent Physicians for Human Rights
report is likely to continue unless one courageous man, James Walbert, with support of a handful
of ethical health professionals still practicing the Hippocratic Oath precautionary principle of "First
do no harm," can overcome the covert army operating against innocent American civilians.
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The author grants permission to copy this article title and first paragraph only - linked to
this Examiner page.

Deborah Dupré, with post-graduate science and education degrees from U.S. and Australian
universities, has been a human and environmental rights advocate for over 25 years in the U.S.,
Vanuatu and Australia. Support her work by subscribing to her articles and forwarding the link
of this article to friends and colleagues or reposting only the title and first paragraph linked to this
Examiner page. Dupre welcomes emails: info@DeborahDupre.com See her Vaccine Liberty or
Death book plus Compassion Film Project DVDs.

Learn more: Mr. Walbert's MRI scan and full letters to the court can be viewed at:
www.deborahdupre.com/targetedindividuals.html)

Also see by this Examiner:

Chance for Congress to restore Constitution and protect innocent targeted individuals
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Dear @Sir, @Madam,
PLEASE HELP THE VICTIMS!
CIVILIAN PETITIONS,
http://mindcon.wordpress.com/
Thank you!
Yours sincerely.

kapitalist mannikins need kontrol!

Hello, my name is Jesse Beltran, I am a retired Sacramento City Firefighter Paramedic, I would like to
commend you on your stance and fight to abolish this type of technology without the consent of the person. I
was witness to a murder that was done by law enforcement, the murder was covered up and none of the
witnesses on scene were question. This was done in front of the victims five year old daughter. I was one of
the paramedics that tried to resuscitate the victim. About a year and a half ago i was in a round robin
discussion about these types of abuses, and unknown to me there were persons involved with law
enforcement present. I was rendered unconscious at a medical procedure against my consent and out for
about 3 to 4 hours. When i awoke, i immediately noticed a 60 cycle high frequency transmission. My
background is also in IT. I have had MRI Scans. CT Scans, as well as high digital panoramic x-rays which
clearly show the rfid chips. They try to hide them in the temporal mandibular area which are not easily scene
by normal dental x-rays. I would love to hear from you and relay my experience and my current legal battle here
in Sacramento, California.

Respectfully,

Jesse Beltran
winlinquist@gmail.com

The United States is likely the single worst tyranny this world has ever seen. Endless wars, offshore torture,
medical experimentation, and using its own citizens as toxic waste filters (ex., fluoride). And yet, the people
continue to "vote" -- what...for their puppets? Stop voting and start demanding change. It's the only way to change
this tyranny called "Liberal-Democracy."

Neoliberalism is not "liberal democracy". Neoliberalism is just double-speak for more of the same
imperialism the earth has been subjected to the last 500 years. 2+2=5.

This article never said how he got the implant, which would have been really informative. it also never touched on
what he meant by his comment about "children and women". So I'm left with more questions after reading this
article which is frustrating. I have no doubt this happens but would like to know how so I can avoid it. Was he in the
military? Stationed overseas? Did he have a surgery that they slipped this in? Is it the nano technology in
vaccinations that implants children? I understand these answers might not be known, but at least say so, so the
reader isn't left wondering why such pertinent information was left out of the article. I wish Mr. Walbert much luck
and a peaceful conclusion to his nightmare.

Thank you, Meme. We are working on answering excellent but tough ones questions requiring too much more
space than we could include. I will pas you kind regards to Mr. Walbert. I can tell you that women and children
are reporting being severely abused as part of this treatment.
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Hi Meme. I saw your reply and wanted to thank you for the support for Mr. Walbert. His standing up to these
monsters gives all of us hope. He's blazing new territory, and fighting an uphill battle. With the help of outraged
health professionals, Representative Guest, and well-known and highly credible journalists such as Deborah
Dupree, hopefully he will not only get help for himself personally, but help many others that are assaulted daily
by this system.

When it comes to their using it against women and children, sexual assault seems to be one of the goals.
These people are using implants and this brilliant system in the arena of human trafficking as well, and the
women they pick never stand a chance.

These people are strategically picking single attractive women that live alone. Women that DO NOT HAVE THE
FINANCIAL ABILITY TO FIGHT BACK, or like me, were without a local family support system.

They utilize very advanced psychological harassment techniques in a full psychological assault. This form of
horrific stalking/harassment coupled with increased druggings is strategically aimed at forcing the victim into
total and complete psychological breakdown. These techniques are employed to confuse and frighten the
victim, and push them into financial ruin. The more vulnerable the woman, the better. I know of another woman
on the west coast (seems to be a hotbed for this) that was not only targeted, but both of her children were as
well.

The destruction and the violation of the woman is nothing more than a game to them. These VERY
CONNECTED sick people play cat and mouse with the victim, and since they have the authority to put the
victim under surviellance, get to watch what I like to call the "government sanctioned peepshow", which the
ACLU has been screaming about since the Patriot Act was instituted.

Then once the woman is too traumatized to fight back, the torture, training and countless sexual assaults
begin. Victims are too drugged and confused to fight back. The pain starts, and sleep deprivation campains
are remarkably effective in terms of minimizing the victims cognitive skills.

Other people are selected targets because they had the misfortune to make the wrong person angry. Still
some become targets because they have varied political or spiritual beliefs. There are airline whistleblowers,
journalists, and writers. AS an example, Gloria Naylor, a very famous author (wrote WOMEN OF BREWSTERS
PLACE) was chosen because of her political beliefs, and I believe because she was a VULNERABLE SINGLE
WOMAN living alone.

As a side note, I want you to think about where they would strategically put an injectable implant on a woman
or child that they wanted to control with this new technology. (actually it's very similar to that used in muscle
stimulation tens units)
Then imagine that terrorized woman fleeing across the country, thinking she would be safe and the attacks
would stop. But when she gets there, someone is still hurting her through the use of this technology. She finds
that overnight she has become a criminal in the eyes of her new community and this further leads to her
destruction if she cannot find a support system.

I believe that there are people that are abusing the very system that was in theory put into place to protect our
country. Some are using it for personal vendetta, and I truly believe there are those that have figured out how to
do this as a revenge-for-hire deal.

It seems this system is being employed for a variety of purposes. Mine was for sexual trafficking. Mr. Walberts
was because he had what someone else wanted. Someone said once to "follow the money".

Protection of our country and biotechnology are two huge money makers right now, as our government is
investing in both. At a time when our country's financial infrastructure seems to be crumbling, funding is
limitless when it comes to government spending in these arenas.

Hence it is a self perpetuating scenario. There MUST BE criminals in order for there to be a need. So, people
are targeted that are NOT criminals. There are more and more private security contractors out there using
advanced technology, this support infrastruction and this money in brilliant and sinister ways.

Sexual trafficking has now gone high tech as well, and that is an industry that has ALWAYS been profitable. To
the extent that technology is being developed for good, criminals are using it for evil. THIS IS HAPPENING,
AND THERE ARE MANY MANY people trying to come forward.

Thanks to Mr. Walbert, Ms. Dupree, Representative Guest, and others that are becoming aware, victims might
now have a fighting chance.

so how can you tell if you have an implant?

The pic is bogus. I wouldn't be surprised if this was a hoax.
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The pix is not bogus, and i happen to be very aware of this particular battle on a variety of levels.

How easy it is to stand a throw a rock under the guise of being anonymous, while others are fighting for the
daily liberties you so enjoy. Liberties which include the right to live, have a family, a home without constant
harassment and physical pain being inflicted upon their person. The right to a full night's sleep, the right to
privacy and not being harassed 24/7.

James Walbert , Deborah Dupree, Representative Jim Guest have all gone public, and they would never have
had to come forward on this in the first place if it wasnt a major problem. I know of one board certified
anesthesiologist that actually wrote a book on this very problem. I

There is so much evidence by REPUTABLE physicians and private detectives that he has a case. Reputable
people that have names, and that are willing to put their own credibility on the line to stand up for this horrific
civil rights abuse that is in our own country.

HIDE and WATCH. there are those of us that are standing and praying.

My name is the name of my Youtube Channel. I think this guy is a hoax. Multiple implants, what a CROCK! You
only need one and it only needs to be slightly beneath the skin. I think he is full of crap personnally!

There are ways to find out if you may have one. CT/MRI is one way. But you can also find one with a RF Field
strength meter and a microphone or something to amplify.

Chips work on FM frequencies. If you can pick up and proove an FM frequency then that is proof enough for
me, unless you live on top of a FM broadcasting station. The way FM works is with a MODULATOR. If you can
read it without a modulator then that is the best evidence, other than having the damn thing removed. For
which, I doubt you could find a doctor to do.

The State of Ohio BCI (Bureau of Criminal Identification) is apparently chipping people to find ways to arrest
them. So if you live in Ohio, watch out! Criminals With a Badge.

That's something a Perp would say

More information about Brain Implants:
http://peacepink.ning.com/forum/topics/information-about-brain

some "information" here is bogus, the only intent being to dilute the real phenomenon of Government abuses. In
fact, once an individual has been targeted by the American Government, a whole range of options exist to harrass
them. These include ritual illegal home entries and tampering with personal items, endless and warrantless
surveillance, and threading details of these things into major (and some minor) Hollywood film productions - on
this last point, even actress Cate Blanchett more-or-less stated the fact at Australia's 2020 conference in Sydney
in 2007, speaking of the collusion between Government and film industries (she said it was "good for society"!).
This phenomenon plays out in film titles, and various details in the individual movies So while I must shake my
head at the flippant and unsupported claims in this article on ssome points, the situation is, in reality, far more
serious and sophisticated than the author claims.

How would you know the intent of the writer of this article? Why do you have no words of gratitude? How many
articles on main alternative sites have disclosed what Dupre has here? I can tell you - not many if any. This
woman is revealing thing we need to know. You need to read the dozens of other articles Dupre has written
about targeted individuals and stop your cruelty. She covers unforced break-ins, animal killings, mind control...
Which points are "flippant" and "unsupported"? There needs to be an organization for the prevention of cruelty
to humans - and maybe you could join to learn.
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actually, a new site called cognitivetransformation.com is putting info out and is trying to create a forum that
victims can have a voice.

Great article, good work Mr Walbert. How you have achieved what you have is beyond me. Even if nothing
becomes of this, the country is better because what you have accomplished.

One of the true leaders in our society.

it is in the UK as well

The only thing I can say is this is great too see out there! Thanks to all the people that are helping my case to
make it what it is. Truth! Factual! And solved we are going to win this battle that other have waged against us! I
have the best team on the planet fighting this with me. This is James walbert! Never again will they ever harm a
child,or a women again without dealing with me! I am at the board of directors for the stalking victims network! All
reports of this harassment will be directed to myself and the others that are working with myself! We will fight you
daily. Promise ya you will lose.......

What do you mean by "never again will they harm a child, woman, or man without deaing with me!"
Just how have you protected these women and children? IF there are others used as experimental subjects
for this then they are being harmed at this very moment are they not? And you are doing what to stop this? This
type of statement is exactly why experimental subjects are not believed because they continue and Debra did
not do you any favors by quoting you say such a ridiculous thing either.

i would like to know if james walbert knows of any contacts on the west cost that would take my case seriously
you see my stalkers that i am being victimized by follow my letters where i write them weather it be the ACLU or
privite attornys they are there as the mail arrives and defflamate my carrector so badly no attorny will accept my
case my email vegamanuel4@yahoo.com also when people email me they know my email and password
and erase my email and even pry into my phone messeges since they have that pen number also my phone
#is 206 794 4809 eccept now i will be being dispatched to alaska on saturday morning since i am a seasonal
fisherman i will be buying a lap top as soon as possible and will try to keep up with my email that way also i
will be on the baring straight for atleast 90 days on my return i will check this web site thank you T.I. Manuel
B.Vega U.S.A.

thanks for getting the truth out about these injustices of government sanctioned gang stalking and painful
electronic harassment/torture.
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I welcome any information or insight. I appreciate any attempt by any honourable person who is aware of this
series of depraved criminal attacks on countless targets. I would like to know how we can make a household
word that everyone in the world can understand. I would not use the term --gangstalking because it sounds
innocuous. Maybe something like --slow kill attacks --would be better.

an audit needs to be done by a non military, non intelligence, no law enforcement agency of the satellites- who is
using them... for what purposes and the complete lists from DHS, NSA, CIA and FBI of USA domestic target lists
need to be reviewed and then questions need to be asked. for each name on the list -- why are they there? what
terrorist threat do they pose? who put them there?

This is America, if you feel someone is entering your home to screw with you...wait for them, shoot to kill. Your
home is you castle. Claim it was a burgler, they certainly didn't identify themselves. Make them pay for their
actions. Make the tools they use think twice before they help the American terrorists.

I am targeted to. raped daily. I have waited 35 years to finally be free .doctors are still covering up this abuse

I want to believe this, because I believe there are very sinister forces at work behind the scenes.. Plus, so many
awful things are invented along with the good, and it is too tempting to use them for evil purposes.
But this article, please Debra, try to stick to objective fact giving journalism, because with the tone that these
articles are written, and the lack of substantiation (just saying many people say this, or many people are effected,
is not journalism! And links are not a subtitute! Especially when links disappear into the memory hole, or are not
even substantative) tends to detract from the credibility of this article.

And if these allegations are true, they deserve a more professional handling, so that it is not easily dismissed.

The video I was excited about, thinking it would clarify things, but it too fails to explain things. For god's sake, he
say's a kidnapper was beaten to death, without mentioning that the "kidnapper" was the child's parent, if what
another commenter has mentioned here is true. And if not, who is going to have sympathy for a man kidnapping a
small girl? No way. So maybe the focus should be on other things, substantial things, like who the heck is this guy
that he is actually suing? It sounds like a private citizen, due to lack of any other indications. So start with what,
then who, then finally, why, which is just speculation anyways, probably.

Fuck them. The tones are not that big a problem, in fact the tone was there as a kid, it just gets louder based on
certain though patterns. It can be fought from a conscious perspective and you can shut it off. Also, I believe there
are devices being put in the home to power the transmissions. If you have friends or family that are on head meds
dont let them in your house. They are vulnerable assets being used to screw with you. Also, make sure when you
purchase goods that you find and remove the rfid chip. Only purchase things with cash, stop telling them where
you buy goods and what you buy. And if/when it gets to the point of you dying because of this, do us a favor and kill
a bunch of them on your way out. I will.

Thank you so much for the information. I have posted a link to this article on my blog at
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http://globalpoliticalawakening.blogspot.com

Governments take extreme actions to hide involuntary biotelemetry implants.

Implant victims are tracked 24/7 and efforts to get MRI/X-rays are easily thwarted.

Victims are manipulated and radiographic images are modified and/or medical personnel impersonated to hide
the evidence.

See some examples of implants below:

http://sites.google.com/site/mcrais/implants

http://www.scribd.com/doc/16390476/Biotelemetry-Brain-Implants

http://sites.google.com/site/mcrais/brain6

You have the best articles on the net, nobody else want to write about the government terrorists

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcguHtI7utc

I TOO AM A TARGETED INDAVIGUAL YOU CAN SAY MY GIRLFRIEND FORCEBLY IMOPLNTED ME YEARS AGO
BEFOR I EVER KNEW IMPLANTS EVEN EXISTED SHE CONSPIERED WITH MY FORMER HIGH SCHOOL
CLASSMATES &amp; CONCOCTED A PLAN TOO HAVE ME JUMPED AT A BAR I USED 2 FREEQUINT EVERY DAY
AFTER WORK BY THE TIME THE FIGHT WAS OVER I HAD A VERY LARGE CLUMP OF HAIR YANKED OUT OF
THE BACK OF MY SCAULP I LEFT 4 HOME ASKED MY GIRLFRIEND TO LOOK AT IT HOW CONVEINT COULD I
HAVE MADE IT FOR THEM SHORTLY AFTER THJAT WE SPLIT UP I WAS NOT PREPARED 4 WHAT SHE HAD
LEFT BHIND IMBEDED IN MY SCAULP U C AFTER HIGH SCHOOL WITH MY EARLY HERION ADDICTION
INSTEAD OF GOING NO TO COLLEGE LIKE EVERY ONE ELSE I WENT TOO SCHOOL WITH I WENT ON TO
PRISON &amp; WE HAD NO NUROLOGY CLASS TOEDGEUCATE US ON BRAIN IMPLANTS OR TO WARN US
THAT THERE WAS A NEW CRIME SPREADING THERE OUT THE UNITED STATES CALLED GANG STALKING
&amp; THE PEOPLE THAT PARTICIPATE IN THIS TYPE OF CRIME LIKE TO SECRETLY IMPLANT THERE VICTIMS
B4 THEY BEGIN 2 STALK THEM I WAS NO MATCH 4 THEM OUNCE I GOT IMPLANTED I HAVE SINCE BEEN
DRUG FREE 4 THE LAST 10 YEARSIVE WRITEN THE ACLU OF SEATTLE &amp; LOS ANGELES NUMEROUS
ATTORNY S THE PEOPLE BHIND THE STALKING FOLLOW MY LETTERS &amp; LIEABOUT ME SO NO1 WILL
TAKE MY CASE THEY ARE THE ALMAMARTER STUDENTS OF THE CLASSES 1968-1976 FROM LAKE ELSINORE
UNION HIGH SCHOOL THE 4MER MAYOY OF THE CITY OF LAKE ELSINORE TOLD THE LOCALCITY POLICE%
SHERRIFFS DEPT.TO NOT INTERFERR IT WAS ONLY BUNCH OF KIDS HAVEN FUN THEY 4GOT 2 ASK ME IF I
WANTED 2 PLAY

I FEEL I SHOULD ADD A FEW MORE COMMETS BEFOR I CLOSE AS I WAS SAYING B4 I CLOSED ON MY LAST
COMMENT BEFOR I GO ANY FURTHERE PLEASE EXCUSE MY SPELLING OR MY PUNCUATION WHEN I
WROTE 4MER MAYOY I MEANT 4MER MAYOR IM SURE YOU FIGURED IT OUT THE PEOPLE WHO STALK ME AS I
SAID THEYARE ALL THE ALMAMATOR STUDENTS MEANING ALL THE 4MER FOOTBALL PLAYERS BASKETBALL
PLAYERS AND BASEBALL PLAYERS OF THOSE CLASSES EVEN THERE PARENTS PARTICIPATED &amp; SOME
STILL PARTICIPATE IN THE GANG STALKING THE LAWYERSI DID CONTACT &amp; EVEN THE ACLU IN
WA.&amp; CALIF.I NEVER DEVAULGED THE IMPLANT I DID DEVAULGEABOUT THE SATILITE HARRASEMENS
BUT I ONLY SAID THAT THEY WERE BLANKETING THE WHOLE AREA WHERE I LIVED &amp; WORKED BUT I
DID SAY IF YOU ONLY KNEW THE DEAPTH OF THE INVASION OF PRIVICY IM AM INDUREREINGYOU WOULD
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BE APPAULD I KNOW THEY WERE BEING TOLD ABOUT THE IMPLANT BUT I DO KNOW THEY WERE BEING LIE
TO AND THREATEND WITH MY DEATH IF THEY PERSUID TO ASSIST ME I HAVE INDURED MY 4MER
CLASSMATES&amp;THERE PARENTS THATS TWO DIFFERENT GROUPS OF GANG STALKERTS NOW MY
4MER CLASSMATES ALL HAVE CHILDREN BETWEEN THGES OF 18-35 WHO ALL PARTICIPATEAS GANG
STALKERS THATS THREE GROUPS OF GANGSTALKERS MY SANITY HAS INDURERED MUST I ENDURER
THERE CHILDREN ALSO I WOULD RATHER DIE A MARTI TO THE CAUSE OF FREEDOM &amp; AN END TO
HUMAN IMPLANTATION FOR THE AMUSEMENT OF THE CITY OFLAKE ELSINORE CALIF.I HAVE A COMPLAINT AT
THE US DEPT.OF JUSTICE AT THE FEDERAL COURT HOUES IN LOS ANGELES CALIF. IF ANY ONE HAS ANY
OTHER SUGESTIONS UHAVMY EMAIL

i cant see any implant, where is it, maybe if the picture was blown up and you could give a location, ive seen a real
implant i know where to look as well as the size if its more than just a tracking device, tracking devices are probley
in 3 out of 5 adults in america by now.

to anoymous 6 days ago i dont mean to be rude but if you think who ever is doing all of this implantations on US
citizens are only implanting tracking devices you are naive just because you cant here them they are there rest
assure they are only waiting for the write time to strike at there lives
if you or any one else you know might have a tracking tracking device get it abstracted as soon as possible

hi my name is DIJANA MESTI,AND I NEED BIG,HUGE HELP FROM YOU
I HAVE AN A NANO IMPLANTS,I FOUND OUT IN JUNE 2011 FROM A FBI AGENT NAME IGOR ILIEVSKI,HE SAID
FROM THE IMPLANT THAT SCIENTOLOGY PUTT THOSE IMPLANTS IN 2005 AND THAT I WAS I A REALITY
SHOW,THAT IN ME WAS TALKING AS FBI SAY "ZOMBIES",PEOPLE WITH PROGRAMS ALSO WITH IMPLANTS,ONE
OF THAM ROBERT PEJOVSKI YOU CAN FIND HIM ON INTERNET AS ROK PROFFIT,I WAS WAITHING FOR THIS
TO END THE FBI AGENT TO CLEAR THE PROGRAMS ,AND THAT HE END UP ALSO WITH PROGRAMS,SORRY
FOR MY ENGLISH I AM FROM MACEDONIA.
THERE ARE 6 PEOPLE CONECTED TRUE IMPLANTS WITH ME ROBERT PEJOVSKI,BOZIDAR
KITANOVSKI,IGOR ILIEVSKI,AND THE 3 AGENTS DENISE,GORAN AND THE 3 DIDNT REVEAL HIS NAME.
PLEASE READ THIS LETTER SIR AND PLEASE HELP ME AND THIS PEOPLE ROBERT WAS IN SCIENTOLOGY
AS A VICTIM FOR 11 YEARS,ME I DIDNT EVEN PUTT A FOOT AT THIS CHURCH THE AGENTS RE NOT GOOD I
CONTACTED FBI,CNN,RT,AND NOW YOU,I WAS NOT CONTACTED WITH THE FBI AGENTS I WAS NOT GIVEN
DOCUMENT TO SIGH,I WAS NOT GIVEN ANY FACT PAPERS TO SEE,AND I AM STILL TORTURED WITH
PROGRAMS,AS MY TUMBS ARE NUM,MY BODY HURTS,THEY BLOCK MY BODY WELL I BEG YOU TO READ A
SEE THIS WITH OPEN MIND OK...
THANK YOU

Hello Mr. Walbert! It is of great pleasure to see that you have exposed the truth about "Crimes against humanities"
in the U.S.A. I will be following your progress with hopes that the torture aimed at myself and my son (a child) will
come to a hault soon! I am so embarassed by all that our Govt is doing this to us and for experimental reasons,
we need help what can we do and where can we be safe? I have been forced to relocate 3x's since this all started.
Pls post your direction is greatly appreciated. T~ in NM
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